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Along with the increasing budget in university education, a management system 
is needed to combine the university asset management and financial management. 
In order to solve the problem of the low efficiency phenomenon on traditional 
university official asset management, B/S software structure is designed. In this 
system, the hardware includes servers, PC terminals, and bar code printers. The 
system shows that it has a friendly interface and strong practically system. The 
dissertation designs a university office asset system which includes the purchase of 
assets function, assets transfer function, asset disposal function, and report submitting 
function. Compared with other similar system in China, the system in this dissertation 
has better structure and it can serve the university better.  
After the process of system testing, the system designed in this thesis performs a 
better ability of human interaction and better business logic. The system will connect 
with additional relative system better. The system improves the efficiency of asset 
management, and it also simplifies the process of the whole asset management 
business.  
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